
 

Haringey Cycling Campaign, Minutes of the AGM and Meeting held on 13th March 2017 

Present: 

Clare Rogers, Trevor Stone, Hal Haines, David Hilliard- (Enfield Cycling Campaign), John Chamberlain- 

(Camden Cyclists)  

Grant Gahagan, Selena Calder, John Wray, Imelda O’Brien, Ross Alexander, Andrew Rendle, Adam Coffman, 

Michael Poteliakhoff 

Constitution 

The constitution was discussed and was formally adopted by the group, unanimously. 

Coordinators' report 

Cllr Peray Ahmet has taken over from Stuart McNamara as Cabinet Member for the Environment. The Green 

Lanes traffic study has gone ahead but we don't know how it will pan out. Quite a lot has been done by the 

council: contraflow signage, bollards relocated on route LCN54, the Markfield Road scheme, but there have 

been a number of disappointments: no support for filtering on CS1, no response about the speed bumps on 

Wightman Road. A serious accident in Oakfield Road has become a legal case and HCC has given support 

with regard to the shape and height of the speed bump which the cyclist hit. There have been a few good 

things happening in the borough: we hosted a bike breakfast during Bike Week in June with Living 

Wightman, and we led a feeder ride to the Ride London Freecycle. We need to do more but there have been 

a lot of consultations which have taken up our time. We took part in the Cycling Safety Scrutiny Review and 

many recommendations have been adopted by the Council, but there have not been any positive actions or 

response to our proposals for policy implementation following the review. We've taken part in a number of 

high profile consultations, including those for the Tottenham and Wood Green Regeneration schemes, and 

have made submissions. We've also contributed to the community streets consultations for Hornsey Park 

Road and Tottenham Hale. 

Treasurer's report (given by Selena in Sally's absence): 

It has been a quiet year for HCC. We have paid out for the HCC banner, which cost £43.37, for the audit 

certificate which our bank must provide, which cost £36, and for the costs of the cyclists' breakfast and the 

domain renewal, which together were £98.93. We also made a donation of £750 to LCC because they 

needed the money and we were not spending it. We started the year with £1,435.50 and now have £550.57 

in the bank. 

Election of officers: 

Michael Poteliakhoff stood down as coordinator. He nominated himself as secretary of the group and was 

elected unopposed. 

Grant Gahagan and Selena Calder nominated themselves as joint coordinators of the group and were elected 

unopposed. 

Sally Morshead agreed to remain in post as treasurer in the absence of anyone else willing to take on the 

role, and was re-elected unopposed. 

The following roles were offered to the group members present and were accepted as follows, unopposed: 

Newsletter editor - Ross Alexander 

Rides coordinator - Andrew Rendle 

Social secretary - Imelda O'Brien 



Consultations coordinator - Michael Poteliakhoff 

 

A heartfelt vote of thanks was offered to Michael for all his hard work for the group over the last ten years 

he has held the post of coordinator. 

 

Matters arising 

St Ann’s Hospital site drawings no yet received SC will remind the community development trust. Action: SC 

to contact StART 

Green Lanes: MP has commented on the consultant’s presentation (but not basic content) AC said he 

expected some minor but possibly useful improvements, but he didn’t expect any of the major proposals to 

go ahead. 

White Hart Lane proposals, GG is responding. Action: GG to respond to WHL consultation. 

Lessons from Enfield Mini Holland 

Clare Rogers told us of the challenges faced in ensuring the scheme proceeded and is having a successful 

outcome. Enfield Mini Holland scheme was launched under the banner “Cycle Enfield”. It includes 5 major 

cycle routes, mainly segregated on main roads + residential public realm/work traffic calming, filtering etc. 

£40m funding from TfL. 

Backlash from local property owner- who funded Yellow posters in shops, plus resistance from Tory 

councillors (who changed stance from initial support). The “Anti” campaign was effective, eg with 60% 

support garnered against Enfield Town scheme (but for another 4 scheme consultations this figure was 

reversed). Main points where “Antis” could score were - loss of parking - dangerous bus boarders - 

narrowing of roads. They Initiated 3 judicial reviews which were unsuccessful. 

Enfield CC has set up “We support Enfield Mini Holland” on Facebook, and “better streets for Enfield”. They 

organised a poster campaign, used social media, local press  

The local MP arranged very one sided meetings, often with only 1 pro Better Streets person on a panel of 5.  

Enfield CC countered the negative campaign. They served breakfasts for workmen starting work, tried to be 

positive and supported the Council. They maintained their good relationship with Council and were invited 

to meetings, including with design consultants. LCC helped with assessing proposals. 

The original Mini Holland Bid was supported by detailed research on potential cycle journeys and low 

existing use (1%). 

Political will was maintained. Cllr Daniel Lanson led Cllrs united in support (except Tories). 

2-3 months traffic chaos is inevitable after start of a new scheme, but after this traffic settles in to new 

pattern. In Walthamstow low traffic neighbourhoods have achieved 1,000 fewer cars per day.  

 

Clare suggested there is a potential for LBH cllrs to meet Enfield cllrs and LCC Enfield. 

We need to be aware the new Healthy Streets analysis includes bus journeys so high score does not have to 

include cycling (but of course a good scheme could achieve a high score by being good for both cycles and 

buses) 

 

 



Hornsey Park Rd  

MP outlined the LBH proposal for road narrowing and our response. Hopefully a modest improvement to the 

scheme of a feeder lane to the ASL will be accepted. 

Wood Green Regeneration 

SC and GG met the developers (St William) for the Gas works development in a consultation meeting. The 

E/W and N/S cycle routes proposed are quite good but they are secondary routes and there is no intention 

presently to reduce through traffic. There should be a coordinated strategy for Hornsey Park Rd and the new 

development. 

GG and MP attended different LBH air quality meetings. The projections for NO2 and particulate reduction 

were based mainly on better vehicle performance and electric cars but not traffic reduction or modal shift. 

The projections did not seem realistic. Electric cars still cause particulate pollution (and congestion)  

AOB 

SC invited everyone to join the joint April 8th Family ride, with Islington. 


